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The Social media is a great way to market your brand
image and community involvement. You can also use
various websites like Twitter, Facebook, and G+ with

influencers and product owners to promote your
service or product. Another great option would be to
use blogger outreach or forums to reach the target
audience. Currently Active Social Media Channels

Forums As its name implies, Digg is a website where
users can vote on posts. If your brand has any lively

content that can be shared, then you can use Digg to
share your posts with fellow social media users. Apart
from this you can also link your website to Digg and

ask the users to vote for your website. Image: Forums
Yahoo Forums allow you to share your forum posts

with other users of the forum. You can also add your
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comments to the other users forum posts. This is a
great way to interact with your customers and discuss

the latest developments related to your product or
service. Reddit This is a well-known website where
users can share content which is not online. It’s a

great place where brand owners can interact with their
audience. You can directly contact the users to start a
discussion and start building credibility. You can also

write content on the topics of concern and get
feedback from the users. Twitter Twitter allows you to
send out tweets to your followers. You can get a large
audience and you can get your brand message across.
You can also promote your blog or website from within

your Twitter account. Facebook There are several
benefits of using Facebook. For instance, you can

extend your customer base. You can also use
Facebook to promote your blog and website. You can
post content to your Wall to get your message across

to your followers. You can also advertise your
products. Tumblr It allows its users to share visual

content. If you have something visual, then it can be a
great way of sharing your brand’s image and

message. You can also build your credibility by sharing
relevant and up-to-date information on your social

media accounts. Google + Google + is a nice way to
connect with other people who share your interests.
You can share content with your friend circle and get

feedback from the community. You can also share
content with your followers as well as your friends.

LinkedIn This is a website where you can share
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content and build credibility. This is a great way of
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